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Summary Information

Repository  Haverford College Quaker & Special Collections
Creator      Bunting, Samuel J., 1862-1946
Title        Samuel J. Bunting scrapbook
Date [inclusive]  1924-1940
Extent       0.27 Linear feet
Language     English

Preferred Citation

Samuel J. Bunting scrapbook (MC.975.04.004), Quaker & Special Collections, Haverford College, Haverford, PA.
Biographical note

Samuel J. Bunting (1862-1946) was born in 1862, the son of Samuel Bunting and Susanna Lloyd Andrews. In 1887, he married Helen McIlvain and the couple had two sons, Samuel J. Bunting Jr. (b. 1889) and John Gibson McIlvain Bunting (b. 1896). Samuel J. Bunting died 1946.

Scope and Content note

This collection is comprised of the single volume scrapbook of Samuel J. Bunting. The volume includes Quaker meeting minutes, sheet music, clippings related to the Society of Friends, poetry, printed religious illustrations of Quakers, materials related to the Sesqui-Centennial International Exposition, clippings related to history of Quakers in Philadelphia, pamphlets on Thomas Jefferson, pamphlets on the history of Philadelphia, and articles on WWI from "The Christian Century."

Administrative Information

Publication Information
Haverford College Quaker & Special Collections September 2015

Use Restrictions
Standard Federal Copyright Law Applies (U.S. Title 17).

Immediate Acquisition
Unknown.

Processing Information
Processed by Kara Flynn; completed September 2015.
Controlled Access Headings

Genre(s)

- Scrapbooks

Subject(s)

- Clippings (Books, newspapers, etc.)
- Philadelphia history
- Quakers
- Quakers--History
- Quakers--Pennsylvania
- World War, 1914-1918
Collection Inventory

Vol. 1 1924-1940